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ABSTRACT Background: Computer-aided disease detection schemes from wireless capsule
endoscopy (WCE) videos have received great attention by the researchers for reducing physicians’
burden due to the time-consuming and risky manual review process. While single disease classification
schemes are greatly dealt by the researchers in the past, developing a unified scheme which is capable of
detecting multiple gastrointestinal (GI) diseases is very challenging due to the highly irregular behavior of
diseased images in terms of color patterns. Method: In this paper, a computer-aided method is developed
to detect multiple GI diseases from WCE videos utilizing linear discriminant analysis (LDA) based region
of interest (ROI) separation scheme followed by a probabilistic model fitting approach. Commonly in
training phase, as pixel-labeled images are available in small number, only the image-level annotations are
used for detecting diseases in WCE images, whereas pixel-level knowledge, although a major source for
learning the disease characteristics, is left unused. In view of learning the characteristic disease patterns
from pixel-labeled images, a set of LDA models are trained which are later used to extract the salient ROI
from WCE images both in training and testing stages. The intensity patterns of ROI are then modeled
by a suitable probability distribution and the fitted parameters of the distribution are utilized as features
in a supervised cascaded classification scheme. Results: For the purpose of validation of the proposed
multi-disease detection scheme, a set of pixel-labeled images of bleeding, ulcer and tumor are used to extract
the LDA models and then, a large WCE dataset is used for training and testing. A high level of accuracy is
achieved even with a small number of pixel-labeled images. Conclusion: Therefore, the proposed scheme is
expected to help physicians in reviewing a large number of WCE images to diagnose different GI diseases.

INDEX TERMS Capsule endoscopy, linear discriminant analysis, gastrointestinal disease detection, proba-
bility density function model, support vector machine.

I. INTRODUCTION
Diseases related to the gastrointestinal (GI) tract, such as
bleeding, ulcer and tumor are a great threat to human health.
Therefore, detecting and diagnosing GI diseases using the
wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE) video technology have
received great clinical importance [1]. However, manual
inspection of long duration WCE video requires a huge
amount of effort and preciseness by the physicians [2].
As a result, researchers became motivated to develop

computer-aided methods to detect the GI diseases for
reducing the burden of the physicians [1]. With the
exception of a few, most research efforts are concen-
trated on dealing with detecting only one type of dis-
ease where bleeding, being the most common GI disease,
has received the most attention [3]–[13]. There are a few
schemes that focus on ulcer or tumor detection from WCE
videos [14]–[21]. Various approaches those are used for the
development of automatic bleeding detection methods are
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based on suspected blood indicator [3], statistical features [8],
pixel intensity histogram-based features [5], [9], [22],
block-based approaches [6], bag-of-words (BOW) based
approach [7], salient-point based approaches, [12], [23] and
deep learning architectures [10], [11]. Moreover, computer-
aided ulcer and erosion detection methods are developed
using convolutional neural network (CNN) based architec-
ture [15], completed local binary pattern (LBP), and laplacian
pyramid [14], and indexed image based approach [16]. On the
other side, tumor recognition methods are developed using
textural descriptors in inverse curvelet domain [17], discrete
wavelet transform [18], uniform LBP [19], and Gabor filter-
bank [20]. In [21], a stacked sparse autoencoder with image
manifold constraint is proposed to detect polyps from WCE
images. However, these classification schemes concentrate
on only a single disease class. Limited works are reported
that deal with multiple GI disease detection from WCE
videos [24]–[26]. However, their performance is yet to be sig-
nificantly improved. In [24], a saliency and adaptive locality-
constrained linear coding (SALLC) is employed to encode the
local block features for multiple GI disease detection. In [25],
a multi-texture analysis based approach is proposed while
in [26], a discriminatory joint-feature model is employed to
classify multiple diseases in WCE images. In the available
multiple GI disease detectionmethods, the entireWCE image
is utilized for feature extraction, which may degrade quality
of the feature when diseased portions are significantly small.
One possible way is to capture preliminary suspected region
of interest (ROI) before feature extraction. Here, precise ROI
extraction ensures better feature quality for disease detection.
In recent times, the deep learning-based schemes overcame
the need for ROI segmentation for disease classification [15],
[21]. However, in the case of WCE, ROI segmentation plays
an important role for physicians. ROI segmentation of WCE
images can provide rapid visualization of the diseased por-
tions, and the physicians can examine the successive changes
of diseased lesions in WCE videos. Therefore, different
segmentation schemes are proposed to highlight particular
types of diseased lesions. For example, deep learning-based
schemes are proposed to segment bleeding in [27] using
SegNet, to segment mucosa in [28] using CNN, to segment
Angiodysplasia in [29] using CNN encoder-decoder architec-
ture, Esophageal Cancer in [30] using Deeplabv3+ network,
and red lesions in [10] using U-net. These deep methods
require extensive training using a lot of images for region seg-
mentation, and different types of deep models are trained for
capturing different types of disease characteristics. Moreover,
in addition to the region segmentationmodel, separatemodels
are required to train for disease classification. Therefore,
the major challenge is to propose a unified ROI extraction
scheme from various diseases because of the highly irregu-
lar characteristic patterns in different diseases. On the other
hand, the pixel-labeled images can be utilized as a major
resource for learning the characteristic patterns of diseased
pixels, even if these images are available only in a small
amount. Hence, a computer-aided disease detection scheme,

which can capture the salient patterns from any disease type
through learning with the help of pixel-labeled images, is yet
to be investigated.

The objective of this paper is show that with the help of
multiple linear discriminant analysis (LDA) models, which
are trained using a small number of pixel-labeled diseased
images, effective ROIs can be obtained which in turn can
extract the precise characteristic nature of diseases. At first,
the LDA models are trained separately using a few pixel-
labeled images of different diseases. Although pixel-labeled
images are rarely utilized in the past, these images can be a
major source of learning the disease patterns even if available
in small number. The training ensures that the trained LDA
models learn the nature of disease from the prior pixel-labeled
images. Next, to extract the salient region of interest (ROI) in
WCE images, the trained LDAmodels are applied. A charac-
teristic probability density function (PDF) is fitted to model
the intensity patterns of ROI. A consistent class represen-
tation along with a very low feature dimension is ensured
because of such a PDF-fitting based scheme. Finally, an effi-
cient hierarchical classification scheme is employed in this
paper using a few binary SVM classifiers to detect multiple
GI diseases from WCE images.

The contribution of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
• This paper proposes a unified computer aided scheme
which detects multiple GI diseases, like ulcer, tumor
and bleeding from WCE images. Although there are
only few works available which deal with multi-disease
classification problem, their performance is yet to be
improved.

• A certain portion of training images generally contain
pixel labeling, where the diseased portions are marked
by the expert physicians. However, most of the auto-
matic disease detection schemes available in the lit-
erature do not utilize pixel-labeled images for disease
detection. The pixel-labeled images can serve as a major
source of information for learning about a particular
disease, no matter even they are available for a small
number. Therefore, in this paper, we propose to utilize
the pixel-labeled images for ROI extraction from aWCE
image.

• The existing works extract features from the entire
WCE image which may degrade the performance of the
scheme in cases where the diseased portion is really
small. However, this paper proposes a preliminary ROI
selection scheme irrespective of the type of disease and
then features are extracted from the selected ROI.

II. PROPOSED MULTIPLE GI DISEASE DETECTION
SCHEME BASED ON MODELING OF LDA CLASSIFIED
REGION OF INTEREST
The block diagram of the proposed scheme for multi-disease
detection is presented in Fig. 1. At first, with the help of
given pixel-labeled images, multiple LDAmodels are trained.
Later, the multiple trained LDA models are applied to WCE
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FIGURE 1. Block diagram of the proposed multi-disease detection method.

FIGURE 2. Typical WCE images; (a), (b) bleeding images; (c), (d) tumor
images; (e), (f) ulcer images; (g), (h) WCE normal images.

images to extract multiple ROIs followed by the PDF based
feature extraction, and classification with a supervised hierar-
chical classifier. Typical examples of WCE bleeding, tumor,
ulcer, and normal images are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a)-(b)
represent the bleeding WCE image, whereas Fig. 2(c)-(d)
represent the tumor images. Fig. 2(e)-(f) are ulcer images,
whereas Fig. 2(g)-(h) are normal WCE images containing
no abnormality. Fig. 3(a)-3(c) present the pixel annotations
of images in Fig. 2(a), 2(c), and 2(e) respectively, where the
diseased portions are marked by the expert physicians.

A. MULTIPLE LDA (M-LDA) MODEL GENERATION FROM
PIXEL-LABELED IMAGES
The proposed LDA model training scheme is described in
this Section, which takes pixel-labeled diseased images as
input and extracts the trained LDA models used later for
obtaining the salient ROI fromWCE images. Let us consider
a single pixel-labeled diseased image marked by the expert
physicians. Now, the pixels of pixel-labeled image aremarked
with 1 or 0 to form a binary image Z ∈ {0, 1}, where the
diseased pixels are represented by 1, and the normal pixels are

represented by 0. As different types of diseases corresponds
to different intensity patterns, we can implement LDA to
train a model, which takes pixel intensities in diseased image
as training input feature and their corresponding pixel-level
annotations as the training labels. Thus, the trained model is
able to learn the characteristic patterns of the diseased pixels
present in a particular pixel-labeled image. As there can be
many variants of the same disease, separate LDA models are
trained to capture different variants of a particular disease.
The choice behind using LDA is because LDA can be trained
in real-time for a high number of trainer pixels with fairly
high accuracy. Let, kI is the k-th RGB image where R, G and
B represents the red, green and blue color channels and (i, j)
represents a coordinate. kZ represents the pixel-level binary
annotation of image kI . Therefore, the trained LDA model
mdlk is described as

mdlk = LDA training(kI ,kZ ) (1)

An extracted LDA model, which is trained using a par-
ticular pixel-labeled image, can extract ROI in that image
with a high precision. On the other side, the trained LDA
model extracts ROI in a fairly well manner when applied to
other images of same disease class. However, this model may
not extract ROI with a high precision from images of other
disease classes. Therefore, in order to successfully capture the
ROI from aWCE image, multiple LDA (M-LDA) models are
required, which are trained for capturing various salient pat-
terns from different disease types. Let us assume, {kI }Mk=1 is
the set of given pixel-labeled images with binary annotations
{
kZ }Mk=1. In this set, pixel-labeled images of each disease with
different possible variants are present. After training the LDA
models separately using all the pixel-labeled images, an LDA
model bank T is generated by grouping all the LDA models
T = {mdlk}Mk=1.

B. SALIENT ROI EXTRACTION FROM M-LDA MODELS
Many works in literature extract features from the entire
image for disease classification [7], [24]. In this case,
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FIGURE 3. Pixel-labeled images of a sample (a) bleeding, (b) tumor and
(c) ulcer image.

the extracted feature quality degrades when the salient
regions in an image is really small and image may get falsely
classified. Moreover, in many cases, considering the entire
image for feature extraction also results in an excess com-
putation. Here, one possible way is to extract ROI before
feature extraction. However, the major challenge here is to
propose a unified scheme for ROI extraction of WCE images
from any disease class, as different diseases show different
characteristics in terms of their color patterns. For example,
in [13], an ROI is extracted based on offline research for
bleeding identification before computing features, where the
ROI extraction parameters are static for all images. The static
parameters may not extract ROI with significant precision
when different variants of the same disease are available in the
training set, even may not extract precise ROI from images of
other diseases. On the other side, with the progress of WCE
technology, the pixel-labeled images are available, where the
salient regions are labeled by the experts. Nonetheless, this
pixel-level knowledge is not utilized for image-level disease
classification. Such knowledge is significant for capturing the
disease characteristics from different classes. Hence, at first,
the LDAmodels are trained for learning the disease character-
istics from the prior pixel-labeled images. The resulting LDA
models are then applied on WCE images for ROI extraction.
As it cannot be determined which LDA model is best for
ROI extraction from a WCE image, the proposed scheme
extracts features from multiple ROIs which are captured by
applying M-LDA models. This is why, M-LDA models were
trained for learning the characteristics of different variants
from different diseases. Let, an RGB image J has red, green
and blue color channels denoted by R,G and B respectively.
Using the intensity values as features, the pixels in image J
are classified by applying the LDAmodelmdlk in the predict
function and the predicted labels are stored in labelk . For a
model mdlk ∈ T , the set of pixels (SROI ,k ) inside the ROI
from image J using mdlk are extracted as

SROI ,k = {(i, j)|labelk (i, j) = 1} (2)

where

labelk (i, j) = predict(J (i, j),mdlk ); ∀(i, j)∀mdlk ∈ T (3)

In labelk , it is expected that SROI ,k would be able to capture
the desired ROI if mdlk is generated from a prior pixel-
labeled image of the same disease class with similar variant.

FIGURE 4. Extracted ROIs of bleeding, tumor, ulcer, and normal images
using LDA models generated from other random pixel-labeled images.
The figures in the first column represent RGB bleeding, ulcer, tumor and
normal images respectively. The second, third and fourth columns
represent the corresponding ROIs when random LDA models, generated
respectively from other pixel-labeled bleeding, tumor and ulcer images,
are applied. The extracted ROI is denoted by the white regions.

However, if mdlk is generated from an image of other disease
type than the true class of the considered image, in most
cases, only a few random pixels are expected to be in the
SROI ,k . In Fig. 4, sample bleeding, tumor and ulcer RGB
images along with the extracted ROIs are presented. Here,
the ROIs are extracted by applying various LDA models,
such as models generated from other pixel-labeled images of
the same disease class and of different disease classes. It is
observed from the Figure that the LDA models can extract
precise ROI when the models are generated from images of
same disease class, whereas only a few random pixels are
extracted in ROI when the models are generated from images
of other disease classes. Hence, the extracted ROI does not
confirm the class of a test image rather ROI only signifies
that the extracted regions are probable salient regions. More-
over, the type of pixels extracted in SROI ,k depends on mdlk .
Therefore, to determine the class of the image, features are
extracted from ROI.

C. SALIENT CHARACTERISTIC PATTERN
EXTRACTION FROM ROI
After capturing the set of pixels inside ROI SROI ,k by applying
mdlk on image J , features are extracted using only the inten-
sities of ROI. One possible idea, to capture the characteristic
nature of ROI intensities in different color channels, is to fit
the intensity patterns of ROI with a characteristic probability
density function (PDF) model. In this way, the distribution
of ROI intensities is explained with the help of fitted PDF
parameters. Such parameterization of the intensity patterns
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FIGURE 5. Model representations of salient intensity patterns of a sample (a) bleeding image; (b) tumor image; (c) ulcer image and (d) normal
image. The salient pixels are extracted using a random LDA model. Along with the empirical histogram, all figures have 3 curves: fitted Normal PDF,
Rayleigh PDF, and Exponential PDF to the ROI intensity pattern.

of ROI provides the opportunity to learn the inherent char-
acteristics of diseased patterns using only a few parameters.
It is expected that in the fitted PDF, the class representations
of different diseases will be reflected in a consistent manner.
Therefore, the fitted PDF parameters can be treated as quality
features with low feature dimension for disease classification
which in turn, lead to a better classification performance. The
model-fitting performance of various distributions is demon-
strated with the help of Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, along with the empir-
ical histogram, three PDFs, namely normal PDF, exponential
PDF andRayleigh PDFwhich are fitted on the ROI intensities
at R plane, are presented. In this case, the normal PDF fits the
histogram better than other PDFs. Therefore, in this paper,
a reasonable close PDF is fitted [31] suitable for modeling
the ROI intensities at all color channels. The characteristic
parameter(s) of the PDF are finally used as features, which
involve reduced computational cost.

Let us assume, xRk is a vector consisting of the red
(R) intensities ∀(i, j) ∈ SROI ,k , where SROI ,k is extracted
by applying the k-th LDA model mdlk ∈ T . σRk is
the fitted parameter(s) when a PDF is fitted to xRk . Sim-
ilarly, all the LDA models in T are applied separately
in image J for ROI extraction. Next, the ROI intensi-
ties for each color channel are separately fitted to a char-
acteristic PDF. In order to acquire final feature vector
(F), all the fitted PDF parameters are concatenated as
follows:

fk = [ σRk σGk σBk ]; for k = 1, 2, . . . ,M (4)

F = [ f1 f2 . . . fM ] (5)

Here, the feature dimension is directly proportional to the
number of LDA models in T . However, if only a few number
of pixel-labeled images are available for each disease type as

a prior, the proposed scheme can be implemented using the
fewer number of extracted LDA models.

D. HIERARCHICAL CLASSIFICATION SCHEME
For the detection of GI diseases, in this paper, a hierarchical
classification algorithm is tailored with the help of only a
few binary SVM classifiers [32] as shown in Algorithm 1.
To create non-linear decision functions, Gaussian radial basis
function (RBF) kernel is employed, which maps the input
space to a higher-dimensional feature space. Instead of imple-
menting a hierarchical machine, one may consider a super-
vised classifier to perform the classification task considering
a four-class problem using trainer for four classes, namely
bleeding (‘B’), ulcer (‘U ’), tumor (‘T ’) and normal (‘N ’).
A major problem here is the imbalance among the mem-
bers of different classes, which may not provide satisfactory
performance, especially when the variation of class member
number is very high. Generally, the number of normal class
members is very high and hence, in the proposed method,
first, a two-class supervised classification is employed con-
sidering ‘normal’ in one class and all other diseases in ‘non-
normal’ or ‘diseased’ class (‘N̄ ’). The Machine function is
a two-class SVM classifier, which takes the test feature,
the two considered classes and the trainer-set with labels
corresponding to two considered classes as input, and returns
the predicted label of the test feature considering the two
input classes. For example, Machine

(
F , {‘N ’,‘N̄ ’}, T

{N ,N̄ }

)
takes the test feature F as input and classifies F either as
‘N ’ or ‘N̄ ’. Here, the trainer-set includes the normal exam-
ples in one class and the non-normal examples in another
class. If output of the first machine is ‘non-normal’ (‘N̄ ’),
the input feature is sent in the second level of the algorithm
to detect the class of disease present in the image. At this
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Hierarchical Classification
Input: test feature F , Trainer T
Output: image class c

1 Function Hierarchical_Machine(F, T ):
2 if

(
Machine

(
F, {‘N’,‘N̄ ’}, T

{N ,N̄ }

)
=‘N’

)
then

3 c← ‘N ’
4 else
5 c2← Machine

(
F , {‘B’,‘B̄’}, T

{B,B̄}

)
;

6 c3← Machine
(
F , {‘T ’,‘T̄ ’}, T

{T ,T̄ }

)
;

7 c4← Machine
(
F , {‘U ’,‘Ū ’}, T

{U ,Ū}

)
;

8 if (c2 = ‘B’ & c3 = ‘T̄ ’ & c4 = ‘Ū ’) then
9 c← ‘B’;
10 else if (c2 = ‘B̄’ & c3 = ‘T ’ & c4 = ‘Ū ’) then
11 c← ‘T ’;
12 else if (c2 = ‘B̄’ & c3 = ‘T̄ ’ & c4 = ‘U’) then
13 c← ‘U ’;
14 else if (c2 = ‘B’ & c3 = ‘T ’ & c4 = ‘Ū ’) then
15 c←Machine

(
F ,{‘B’,‘T ’},T{B,T }

)
;

16 else if (c2 = ‘B’ & c3 = ‘T̄ ’ & c4 = ‘U’) then
17 c←Machine

(
F ,{‘B’,‘U ’},T{B,U}

)
;

18 else if (c2 = ‘B̄’ & c3 = ‘T ’ & c4 = ‘U’) then
19 c←Machine

(
F ,{‘U ’,‘T ’},T{U ,T }

)
;

20 else if (c2 = ‘B̄’ & c3 = ‘T̄ ’ & c4 = ‘Ū ’) then
21 c← ‘N ’;

22 return c;

23 End Function
24 FunctionMachine(Feature, Two Target Classes,
Trainer with Label for Relevant Two Classes):

25 return predicted label of F considering the two
input classes utilizing the corresponding trainer.

26 End Function

stage, in the second level, to classify a particular type of
disease, again a two-class classifier is employed, where the
trainer utilizes the members of a particular disease in one
class and the remaining members in the other class. For
example, to detect bleeding, a ‘bleeding versus non-bleeding’
(‘B versus B̄’) machine is employed. One possible way to
confirm whether the test image has bleeding is to utilize only
the prediction of ‘B versus B̄’ machine. However, instead of
relying only on one machine, three separate machines are
used to get a better decision accuracy. It is expected that if
the ‘B versus B̄’ machine provides prediction as ‘B’, the other
two machines will provide prediction as ‘T̄ ’ in ‘T versus T̄ ’
machine and ‘Ū ’ in ‘U versus Ū ’ machine. Although not
expected, in the case, where two of the three machines (‘B
versus B̄’, ‘T versus T̄ ’, and ‘U versus Ū ’) provide positive
results, another machine is required to confirm the disease
type. For example, if the ‘B versus B̄’ machine declares the
test label as ‘T ’ and if the ‘T versus T̄ ’ machine declares
the label as ‘T ’ instead of ‘T̄ ’, another stage is required to
classify the image between ‘B’ and ‘T ’. Similarly, when it

comes ‘U ’ instead of ‘Ū ’, further testing is performed to
classify the image between ‘B’ and ‘U ’. In this way, ulcer and
tumor images are also classified. The major issues regarding
the hierarchical classification scheme are

1) In the second level, instead of one machine, three sep-
arate machines are used.

2) To finalize the label of the test feature, decisions of
all three machines at the second level are logically
considered.

The machine parameters C and σ are optimized for each
machine to achieve the best performance. In worst-case,
the test feature goes through five binary machines.

E. IMPLEMENTATION FOR SINGLE DISEASE
DETECTION PROBLEMS
For dealingwith single disease detection problems separately,
such as the bleeding detection, the ulcer detection or the
tumor detection, the proposed scheme can be reduced to a two
class version. For example, while dealing with only bleeding
detection problem, the LDA models are trained using only a
set of prior pixel-labeled bleeding images. Later, only these
LDA models are applied to extract the PDF based features
from salient pixels. Moreover, for dealing with ‘Disease ver-
sus. Normal’ problem, the proposed scheme is implemented
upto only the first level of Algorithm 1.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this Section, the experimental results obtained from the
proposed method are presented. Along with results, data
description and performance evaluation criteria are also pre-
sented. Ten-fold cross-validation scheme is used to evaluate
the classification performance.

A. DATASET AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION CRITERIA
For validation of the proposed scheme, the experiments are
performed utilizing 50 WCE video clips accumulated from a
widely used database in [33]. 15 of the 50 clips are bleeding
clips, 10 are ulcer clips, 10 are tumor clips, and others are
normal clips. In [33], only the clips are annotated by a disease
type. For example, a clip is only marked as a bleeding video
clip. The extracted images from a clip are not annotated.
Moreover, each image inside a diseased video clip may not be
a diseased image. Therefore, two expert physicians reviewed
all the extracted images from all the clips to comment on them
as bleeding, ulcer, tumor, or normal images. Experiments are
carried out using all the images that are commented on as
one of the four considered classes by the physicians. The
total number of images is 2588, where 505 are bleeding
images, 266 are ulcer images, 200 are tumor images, and
1617 are normal images. Moreover, for generating the pixel-
labeled images, a good number of images from each disease
type are selected randomly, as it is impossible to annotate
all the images in pixel-level. Then, the images are marked
by the physicians for creating pixel-level annotations. For
extracting the M-LDA models, all the pixel-labeled images
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FIGURE 6. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for the proposed
method. One ROC curve is drawn for each class as these curves are
typically used in two-class problems.

are considered. The total number of pixel-labeled bleeding,
ulcer, and tumor images is 65, 31, and 30, respectively. In all
images, the peripheral black pixels are discarded as a prepro-
cessing step. The performance of multi-disease classification
scheme is evaluated using standard measures, such as accu-
racy, precision, recall and F-1 score, whereas for reporting
different two-class problems, performance measures, namely
sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy are used.

B. MULTIPLE GI DISEASE CLASSIFICATION
PERFORMANCE
In this Section, the performance of the proposedmulti-disease
detection scheme is demonstrated. In the proposed method,
the LDA model training and the feature extraction are per-
formed in RGB color space; for PDF fitting, the normal PDF
is used and for classification, the hierarchical SVM classifier
of Section II-D is implemented unless otherwise mentioned.
The results obtained by the proposed method using the above
mentioned settings are as follows: Accuracy is 91.38%, Pre-
cision is 87.14%, Recall is 85.41%, and F-1 score is 86.27%.
To demonstrate how the proposed method performs in the
midst of true and false classification, the receiver operating
characteristics (ROC) curve for each class, using the settings
mentioned above, is presented in Fig. 6. As each curve is
close to the left and top edges of the plot, the classifica-
tion performance is significantly good. The proposed method
requires 0.9756 seconds per image for feature extraction and
0.00036575 seconds per image for testing using an Intel
Core i-5 CPU @ 2.30GHz clock with 8.00GB RAM. All the
computations are performed using MATLAB 2015b.

1) PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME USING
DIFFERENT PDFS AND DIFFERENT COLOR SPACES
The results obtained by the proposed scheme using various
color spaces, such as RGB, YIQ, LAB, HSV, YCbCr, and

TABLE 1. Performance (%) of the proposed scheme in various color
spaces using various PDFs.

CMYK and using different distributions are demonstrated
in Table 1. From the Table, it is observed that features from
normal PDF in HSV space and YIQ space perform better than
other PDFs in terms of all performance indices. As normal
distribution performs better than other distributions in most
cases, therefore, normal PDF is used in reporting the rest of
the results.

2) PERFORMANCE USING VARIOUS CLASSIFIERS
Next, along with the hierarchical classifier in Section II-D,
the proposed method is implemented with different super-
vised multi-class classifiers, such as K-nearest neighbors
(KNN), LDA, Naive bayes (NB), artificial neural network
(ANN), the error-correcting output codes (ECOC) model and
the ensemble of classifiers. The KNN classifier is imple-
mented using K ∈ {1, 3, 5, . . . , 11} with euclidean, cosine,
cityblock and correlation distances, the ensemble of learners
classifier is implemented with ‘AdaBoostM2’, ‘LPBoost’,
‘RUSBoost’, ‘TotalBoost’, and ‘Bag’ methods with ‘Dis-
criminant’, and ‘Tree’ learners, the ANN classifier is imple-
mented with scaled conjugate gradient back propagation, and
gradient descent back propagation training function and the
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TABLE 2. Comparison among different classifiers.

‘crossentropy’ performance function with hidden layer size
N ∈ {10, 20, ..., 80}. The ECOC model is implemented
using ‘one-versus-all’ and ‘one-versus-one’ coding scheme
with SVM predictors using ‘linear’, ’polynomial’ and ‘RBF’
kernels. Besides, the hierarchical classifier mentioned in
Section II-D is implementedwith Gaussian RBFKernel using
C ∈ {2−2, 2−1, 20, . . . , 28} and σ ∈ {2−2, 2−1, 20, . . . , 28}
in each binary classification stage. To obtain the best per-
formance using the hierarchical classifier in Algorithm 1,
the seven used C values are 8, 4, 2, 4, 4, 128, and 32 and the
seven σ values are 32, 32, 32, 16, 16, 16, and 64 respectively.
The best results of different machines are shown in Table 2
with the corresponding classifier settings. From the Table,
one can observe that the best result obtained using the hier-
archical SVM classifier of Section II-D outperforms the best
result obtained from other classifiers.

3) COMPARISON WITH OTHER VARIANTS OF THE
PROPOSED SCHEME
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed scheme,
the method is implemented using several other variations
than the proposed one. The results of the variant schemes are
reported in Table 3.

1) Features from PDF Modeling Using the Entire Image:
The proposed PDF modeling based feature extraction
scheme is implemented using intensities from the entire
image. From the results presented in Table 3, it is
observed that using ROI intensities for PDF fitting
performs better than to fit a PDF to pixel intensities
of the entire image. Therefore, in this paper, ROI is
extracted before feature extraction.

2) Count Features Instead of PDF Based Features: Instead
of PDF fitting, one possible alternative is take the
counts of pixels in the ROI set as features. It can be
observed from Table 3 that the count based features
performs poor than the proposed PDF based features
in classifying the diseases.

3) Statistical Features Instead of PDF Based Features:
Different statistical measures, such as mean, mode,
median, etc. of the ROI intensities is chosen as features.
It is observed from Table 3 that the statistical features

TABLE 3. Performance comparison of the proposed method with its
other variants.

TABLE 4. Comparison among different methods.

TABLE 5. Binary classification results using SVM with RBF kernel.

cannot outperform the proposed PDF based features in
classifying the diseases.

4) PDF fitting on Block Local Features Instead of ROI
Intensities: The proposedmethod is implemented using
the non-overlapping block-mean values as local fea-
tures computed inside the ROI instead of PDF fitting
on the ROI intensities. It can be observed from Table 3
that the PDF fitting of block local features cannot out-
perform the proposed scheme.

5) Proposed Method When Only 3 pixel-labeled Images
Are Available for Each Disease: When the avail-
able number of pixel-labeled images is very small,
the proposed scheme performs significantly well.
To demonstrate this, only three pixel-labeled images
are randomly chosen from each disease type for LDA
model bank generation to implement the proposed
scheme. From the results demonstrated in Table 3, it is
observed that performance of the proposed scheme is
significant in classifying the diseases even with the
small amount of available pixel-labeled images.

6) Proposed Method using principal component analysis
(PCA): In order to reduce the feature dimension, PCA
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TABLE 6. Performance of two class problems using different settings of various classifiers except the binary SVM classifier.

TABLE 7. Performance in continuous videos (%).

is implemented after feature extraction. The classi-
fication results using the reduced feature are shown
in Table 3. It is observed from the Table that the per-
formance is reduced when the feature dimension is half
compared to the original feature dimension.

4) COMPARISON AMONG DIFFERENT
STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
Finally, the proposed method is compared with a few state-
of-the-art methods available in [7]–[9], [24] and with the
uniform local binary pattern (LBP) based scheme. The
schemes are implemented using the data-set described in
Section III-A and the classifier described in Section II-D. The
results are reported in Table 4. Many single disease detec-
tion schemes [4], [15], [19] utilize LBP features. Therefore,
for comparison, an uniform LBP histogram based feature
is extracted to detect the GI diseases. Bag of words based
methods are proposed in [7] for bleeding detection and in [24]
for multiple GI disease detection. However, in this paper, for
fair comparison, both methods are implemented for multiple
GI disease detection. In [7], the vocabulary or the histogram
bin centers are extracted by separately applying the K-means
clustering algorithm (with K = 40) on the pixel intensities
of a few randomly chosen images from each disease types.
On the other hand, in [24], a SALLC scheme is implemented
to encode locally extracted features. However, instead of
SIFT features, block statistical features are computed as local
features. Method [7] is implemented using YCbCr space
whereas method [24] is implemented using YIQ space as
those color spaces are reported to perform better than others

in the respective methods. In [9], block statistical features
are combined from color planes for to create an indexed
value to obtain a histogram to be utilized as features. In [8],
a K-means clustering based scheme is employed in image
blocks to obtain local statistical features from each cluster
followed by the extraction of differential cluster features from
the local block features. The compared methods use the entire
image for feature extraction which degrade the detection
performance for images having small diseased portion. From
Table 4, it is observed that the results obtained from the
proposed method outperforms the results obtained from other
state-of-the-art methods in terms of all performance indices
by a significant amount. Furthermore, the proposedmethod is
compared with a convolutional neural network (CNN) based
image classification scheme as CNN is becoming widely
popular for image classification in recent times. The result
is shown in Table 4. From the Table, it can be observed
that the CNN based classification scheme cannot outperform
the proposed method. The reason CNN based classification
could not outperform the proposed method is that it perhaps
requires a lot of images to train appropriately.

In the proposed method, the feature dimension depends
on the number of available pixel-labeled images. Hence,
to vary the feature dimension, a total number of p ∈
{10, 20, 30, . . . , 120} pixel-labeled images are chosen ran-
domly from all the pixel-labeled images to generate the
M-LDA models. The reduced set of pixel-labeled images
include images from all disease classes. The best result,
considering themaximumF-1 score and theminimum feature
dimension, is achieved for a set of randomly chosen 10 pixel-
labeled images, which corresponds to a feature dimension
of 60. The accuracy, precision, recall, and F-1 score using this
setting are 90.89%, 87.01%, 85.13%, and 86.06%, respec-
tively. Moreover, the M-LDA models are trained using the
pixel-labeled images of the considered diseases, which posses
the pixel-level knowledge of the diseases. Next, the trained
LDA models are applied to both the training and test images
to select the possible diseased portions (POI) before fea-
ture extraction. Therefore, if we could incorporate the pixel-
labeled images of other disease classes in the trainer, it is
expected that the LDA models would capture the POI of
those diseases. Hence, it is expected that the proposedmethod
should do well (if extended) in classifying further disease
categories.
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C. PERFORMANCE OF TWO CLASS CLASSIFICATION
PROBLEMS
Table 5 presents the classification performance of the pro-
posed method using binary SVM classifier using Gaussian
RBF kernel in different two class problems, such as ‘bleeding
versus normal’, ‘ulcer versus normal’ and the best perfor-
mance in each case is reported in Table 5. Moreover, besides
the SVM classifier, various other supervised classifiers, such
as LDA, NB, KNN, ANN and ensemble of classifiers are also
implemented with different settings to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed method in two class problems. The
best results with settings in each case are reported in Table 6.
It is observed from Table 5 and Table 6 that, in most cases,
the best result of the SVM classifier outperforms the other
classifiers’ best results.

D. PERFORMANCE IN CONTINUOUS CLIPS
Performance of the proposed scheme is reported using
15 continuous video clips. Here, the used performance
indices are sensitivity, specificity and accuracy. The same
pixel-labeled images are used for obtaining the trained LDA
models. The results are presented in Table 7. Specificity
is undefined for Clip 2, 3 and 7 as they only contain dis-
eased images of the corresponding class. Satisfactory per-
formance of the proposed method in continuous video clips
indicates that the proposed method can be implemented to
help the physicians in reviewingWCE videos with significant
accuracy.

IV. CONCLUSION
An automatic multiple GI disease detection scheme is pro-
posed in this paper based on PDF modeling of multiple LDA
classified ROI. First, the ROI from given WCE images are
extracted by applying the proposed LDA based scheme. Next,
a characteristic PDF model is fitted on the pixel intensity
patterns inside the ROI to utilize the PDF parameters as
features in the classifier. Generally, pixel-labeled images are
available only in small number which, in most cases, are not
at all utilized for detecting diseases from WCE images. The
main concept here is to learn the disease characteristics from
the pixel-level knowledge by training LDA models on pixel-
labeled images which are later used for obtaining ROI in
WCE images both in training and test phases. From the exper-
iments, it is found that extracting features from ROI provides
better feature quality even though the salient region is small
compared to the features computed inside the entire image.
PDF fitting to the pixel intensity patterns inside the ROI can
capture the characteristic nature of diseases using only few
parameters and can also reduce the feature dimension sig-
nificantly. For classification, a hierarchical SVM classifier is
employed in this paper utilizing only a few two-class SVMs,
which is found fruitful in detecting theGI diseases. It is exper-
imentally shown that the results obtained using normal PDF
fitted on intensity patterns of ROI in YIQ space outperforms
the results obtained using other PDFs in all other color spaces.

Moreover, it is also found that the proposed method is able
to perform significantly well even if the number of available
prior pixel-labeled images is small. Finally, the goodness of
the proposed method is ensured when a significantly well
performance in continuous WCE videos is obtained. There-
fore, the proposed multiple GI disease detection scheme is
expected to help physicians in reviewing a large number of
WCE images to diagnose different GI diseases.
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